Background
As part of the SEC rule changes that go into effect on March 15, 2021, companies are now
allowed to use special purpose vehicles (SPVs) to raise funds under Reg CF. These will
generally mirror the way SPVs are currently used for Reg D offerings, with some technical
differences to account for the requirements of Reg CF and new Rule 3a-9 of the Investment
Company Act.
Reg CF SPVs will be live and can be used in Form C filings through Wefunder starting March
15!
How Reg CF SPVs Work
When a company files their Form C, Wefunder Admin, LLC (a wholly owned subsidiary of
Wefunder, Inc.) will form a new series LLC on behalf of the company, that will function as the
SPV for the round. The SPV will be called “[Company Name] [#] [EB], a series of Wefunder
SPV LLC.”All securities sold by the company will be issued directly to the SPV, and investors
will receive an ownership interest in the SPV that is proportional to their investment size. The
SPV will only issue one type of its securities to investors, and will only hold company securities
from one specific raise and one set of terms. If the company uses early-bird terms, there will be
one SPV set up to hold the early bird securities, and another for the regular non-early bird
securities. The SPV is considered a “co-issuer” alongside the company and will be listed on the
Form C. We will also add some disclosures to the Form C that describe how the SPV
arrangement works.
Economics, Information and Fees
Our SPVs are structured such that investors should receive the same economic exposure and
information as if they had invested directly in the company or via the Custodian. There will be
no additional fees charged to either the company or investors to use an SPV.
Voting and Lead Investors
Just like with the existing Custodian arrangement, the voting rights (if any) of investors in the
SPV will be directed by one Lead Investor, who will be identified by the company on their
Wefunder pitch page and Form C, after approval from Wefunder. The Lead Investor invests on
the same terms as the other Wefunder investors and is intended to have its incentives be aligned
with the other investors - ie., to maximize the value of the company. Each investor grants a
power of attorney to the Lead Investor to make voting decisions on their behalf and perform
related tasks like signing documents. The Lead Investor then communicates voting decisions

directly to the company, and must notify Wefunder of such decisions for ongoing monitoring
purposes (although Wefunder does not intend to be involved in routine voting decisions).
The Lead Investor can quit, or can be removed by Wefunder if they fail to perform their duties,
engage in fraud, or have undisclosed conflicts of interest. In certain circumstances, Wefunder can
also choose to hold a vote of investors to remove the Lead Investor, or can hold a vote with
respect to a particular voting decision on which the Lead Investor is conflicted. In the event the
Lead Investor is removed, the company would nominate a new Lead Investor (with approval of
Wefunder) and would communicate that to the investors; following this, investors would have 5
days during which they can choose to revoke their proxy to the Lead Investor.
As with the existing Custodian arrangement, Lead Investors are not compensated in their role as
Lead Investor, but may be appointed as portfolio manager to an SPV formed by Wefunder in a
future Reg D round, for which they can receive carried interest.
SPVs and Section 12(g)
Section 12(g) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 requires that companies with (i) over 500
non-accredited stockholders (or 2,000 total stockholders) and (ii) $25 million in assets, must
begin to file public company securities filings.
The new SPV rules provide an explicit carveout from Section 12(g), meaning that there is now
100% clarity that individual investors in a Reg CF SPV count as only 1 stockholder for purposes
of Section 12(g). The only caveat here is that any investors in the SPV that are non-natural
persons (ie., corporations, LLCs, partnerships, etc.) are still counted for purposes of Section
12(g). Entities comprise a small proportion of all Wefunder investors, but it is something to keep
in mind.
Investing Directly on the Cap Table
Companies can still put investors directly on their cap table (rather than investing through the
SPV), but if those investors also want the ability to vote their own shares (rather than proxying
their vote to the Lead Investor), they will be required to invest via Reg D, meaning they must be
an accredited investor. We suggest a $25,000 minimum investment for investors who want to be
put directly on the cap table.
Transferability of SPV Interests
Securities sold under Reg CF cannot be transferred for 1 year, with certain exceptions such as
trust transfers and sales to accredited investors (see Rule 501). By default, SPV interests will be

transferable following this 1 year period, subject to providing sufficient documentation as
required by the company and Wefunder. Companies can choose to instead make the SPV
interests non-transferable without the prior consent of the company. Secondary sales of SPV
interests sold through our platform (if permitted by the company) will initially be handled on a
case-by-case basis, but over time we anticipate building a secondary trading platform to facilitate
these trades.
Will SPVs Replace the Custodian?
Initially, we will support both SPVs and the Custodian. However, we expect that most
companies will prefer to use SPVs, and it will become our default option starting March 15. Over
time, we expect to phase out the Custodian entirely, although we will continue to support it for
companies that are already using it. If a company currently using the Custodian wants to switch
its investors to an SPV, we will consider these requests on a case-by-case basis after March 15.

